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Abstract: Abstract

Nursing audit is the process of collecting information from nursing reports and other documented evidence about patient care and assessing the quality of care by the use of quality assurance programmes. In other words: Nursing audit is a detailed review and evaluation of selected clinical records by qualified professional personnel for evaluating quality of nursing care. In this study, research Identify challenges and solutions in nursing audit.

Method

A systematic review of the health system was conducted, with articles being searched in the pubmed, scopus, ovid and nursing consult from the key words: audit, nursing, health system.

Conclusion

The first problem identified with nurse-led clinical audit is the additional workload. Another difficulty relates to giving staff the skills to undertake audit. Further studies should be undertaken to address nurses’ views on clinical audit, as their lack of understanding or anxiety regarding the process may constitute a barrier to their involvement. A profession concerns for the quality of its service constitutes the heart of its responsibility to the public. The current notion of nursing audits focuses on the accounting and financial elements, the financial maintenance of the hospital being kept in mind as well as the controlling activity of trying to identify incorrect hospital bills. In the future, however, the notion of auditing is expected to become associated with evaluating the quality of care, with the involvement of other areas that have an impact on it. An audit helps to ensure that the quality of nursing care desired and feasible is achieved.
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